Choose the Word

**Directions:** Read the sentences. Choose the word that best completes the sentence. Remember to look for the correct tense of each word.

1. The children were ________________ to their next class.
   hurried hurrying hurries

2. She always ________________ the time that she gets to spend with her grandmother.
   enjoyed enjoying enjoys

3. The students are ________________ the words from the chalkboard while the teacher grades papers.
   copied copying copies

4. The factory ________________ the store with products yesterday.
   supplied supplying supplies

5. Carmen ________________ her sister because of the birthday present their mother bought for her.
   envied envying envies

6. The rotten meat is ________________ out in the hot sun.
   decayed decaying decays

**Directions:** Add the inflected endings -ing, -ed, and -s (or -es) to the words below.

7. copy ________________ ________________ ________________

8. decay ________________ ________________ ________________

9. survey ________________ ________________ ________________

10. worry ________________ ________________ ________________